
Writing Exercises:  Week 5

This week, we want to emphasize concision and simplicity.  Because science is difficult to 
communicate, scientists probably should try to write simply and succinctly.  Inflating sentence length 
and complexity in order to “sound” more intelligent or scientific can have the opposite effect on the 
reader.

When revising, A) eliminate unnecessary words and phrases; B) replace jargon and obscure words with 
simple ones; C) transform negative statements into positive ones; D) simplify complex subjects, 
perhaps by dividing the sentence or by eliminating unnecessary modifying clauses; and E) discard 
overused adjectives and adverbs.

A (Examples of unnecessary words and phrases):

• note that
• it should be noted that
• respectively
• it is important to realize
• so-called
• the fact that
• who is
• which was

Suggest a substitute:

Instead of: Substitute: Instead of: Substitute:

the question as to whether prior to

there is no doubt but that subsequent to

used for fuel purposes at this point in time

in a careful manner due to the fact that

this is a subject that in the event that

a large majority of a new initiative

has the capacity to nearly unique

whether or not plays a key role in

are in agreement he is a man who

in a hasty manner this is a subject which

it is a strange one owing to the fact that

in spite of the fact that was unaware of the fact that

his brother, who is a 
member of the same firm

Trafalgar, which was 
Nelson's last battle



B (Jargon and overused obscure words:)

Suggest a substitute:

Instead of: Substitute: Instead of: Substitute:

elucidate putative

commence methodology

utilize implement

in accordance with in order that

in the event of it is essential

promulgate endeavor

initiate transmit

C (Translate negative statements into affirmative statements)

Suggest a substitute:

Instead of: Substitute: Instead of: Substitute:

not many not the same

did not not different

does not have did not stay

not old enough did not remember

did not consider did not allow

did not accept not able

not possible not certain

D (Simplify complex subjects)

Simply the subjects in the following:

The sequences that had passed our filtering, trimming, and alignment with ClustalX, were scanned 
for conserved elements across mammals.

Our comprehensive overview of the experimental shortcuts that have been found in the different 
model organism communities and the new field of high-throughput assays should help during the 
preparation phase of a screen for enhancers.

The possibility that some termini have a base composition different from that of DNA simply 
because they are the nearest neighbors of termini specifically recognized by the enzymes can be 
checked by comparing the experimental results with those expected from the nearest neighbor data.



E [Discard overused (e.g, very); redundant (e.g., completely alone, new invention); hedging (e.g., may, 
possible, putative); demeaning (e.g, clearly, trivially, undoubtedly, obviously); and self-aggrandizing 
(e.g., extremely, exciting, groundbreaking) adjectives and adverbs]

How would removing modifiers (adjectives and adverbs) from the following sentence fragments affect 
them?

He whispered to her lovingly…
She zoomed around the oval speedily…
He stuttered haltingly…
The stone sank quickly…
The fire truck bell clanged loudly…
The dark, dreary house had an empty, suspicious feel to it, the thick air stale and sour with undefined, 

scary kitchen odors …
He was cheered by the friendly smiles …
He spied a group of dirty street-urchins …
He slipped into the narrow alley …


